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E. Lily
Home

RECREATION ROOM

Designer Tamara
Fraser conceived
two distinct areas in
the recreation room.
One side is for
activities—complete
with a pool table
and a glass,
stainless-steel,
and marble games
table—whereas the
opposite is kitted
out for relaxing with
furniture from the
Bright Group. “It’s a
comfortable space
for a family to enjoy
sporting events
together,” says
Fraser, “or simply
just hang out.”

Melanie Roy
Design
SOLARIUM

Melanie Roy describes her
“beachy and glamorous”
solarium as “the ideal gathering
place to have a glass of wine
and watch the sunset.” To amplify the natural light, she opted
for furnishings and accessories
with reflective surfaces, such
as a glass-rod chandelier, a
large rock sculpture from the
Phillips Collection, and Ron Drier–
designed white crystal sconces.

The Goods
(above) The solarium is outfitted with
a sinuous sectional from English
Country Home, Ethan chairs from
Bungalow 5, and an acrylic coffee table
from Interlude Home. Hiframe’s Razor
Frameless mirror conceals a television
from Intech Audio Video, which also
provided technical equipment and
hidden acoustic panels for the theater
(near right), where Stark rugs and
colorful fabrics from Jab Anstoetz
lend dramatic appeal. See Resources.
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The Goods
(this page) The
recreation room is
furnished with a
custom Blatt Billiards
pool table, a wooden
mobile from R. E.
Steele, and seating
pieces including Tao
chairs and a Sternum
chaise from HellmanChang. Cowtan &
Tout’s Stingray wall
covering surrounds
the fireplace. See
Resources.

Barbara
Ostrom
Associates
THEATER

Sophistication meets comfort in
Barbara Ostrom’s theater, which is
themed “Night at the Oscars.” In
lieu of traditional theater seating,
the New Jersey–based decorator
opted for sofas and chaise longues
from Century Furniture “for curling
up on,” she says. A bold, abstract
blue-and-silver Phillip Jeffries
wall covering and a ceiling mural
depicting Marilyn Monroe make the
space larger than life.
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